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ZEN

ZEN 16CG 90 16.000 0-22 430X1165X958
HONDA GX 160 CE

HONDA GX 160
LONCIN G 160F

ROBIN SUBARU EX17 CE

ZEN 16DG 94 16.000 0-22 500x1165x958

ZEN 20CG 91 20.000 0-23 430x1165x958

ZEN 20DG 95 20.000 0-23 500x1165x958

ZEN 16CD 106 16.000 0-22 430X1165X958

HATZ 1B 20
ZEN 16DD 110 16.000 0-22 500X1165X958

ZEN 20CD 107 20.000 0-23 430X1165X958

ZEN 20DD 111 20.000 0-23 500X1165X958

DATOS TÉCNICOS

Gasoline and / or diesel engines from different manufacturers.

Easy start-up, actuation by centrifugal clutch.

Optional VULKOLLAN® plate for compacting paving stones.

Optional 9L water tank, with quick assembly and disassembly system
to facilitate filling. Recommended for working with asphalt.
Optional 9L water tank, with quick assembly and disassembly system

SINGLE DIRECTION VIBRATING COMPACTOR  
The ENAR ZEN single direction vibrating compactor Series are 
economical, easy to handle and can easily be transport.

The Enar Zen series are users’ number one choice for compacting 
mixed soil in restricted areas, cohesive materials and paving 
stones.

client. 
The Robust and ergonomic handle, the incorporation of wheels to 
the plate makes it easy to transport to any desired location on the 
construction site.   

MODEL
WEIGHT 

WITHOUT FUEL
(Kg)

CENTRIFUGAL 
FORCE

(N)

SPEED 
(m/min)

DIMENSIONS
(WidexLongxHigh)

ENGINE

Vibration frequency : 5,600 vib/min.

Accelerator integrated in handle.

+ Transportation
easy.
With the incorporation of a wheel set, we’ve made 
it easier than ever to transport vibrating plates at 
the construction site.

+  Ergonomics
of use.
The handle is completely foldable on the compactor 
plate and it included as vibration absorption 
system to a higher comfort users.

+ Robust
Resistant.
The base of the Enar Zen Series is made of high 
quality resistant cast iron to provide a long lasting 
operational life. It also comes with a heavy duty 
frame that protects the engine.

+ Full range
A variety of models.
The single direction vibrating compactor comes in 
a complete range of engines for the needs of each 
client.


